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INTRODUCTION
This is a three year communications strategy for The University of the South Pacific (USP) 2019-2021.
This plan serves to provide the strategic overview of the operations and functions of the
communications unit. It covers primarily the areas of; media, PR, public information/publications,
social media, media monitoring and the successful implementation of the effective implementation of
the Media Coverage Information Guideline and the internal and External Communications Guideline
for USP staff.
This communications strategy is closely aligned to the aims and objectives of the University's
Strategic Plan 2019-2021 in terms of marketing and reposition of the University, developing and
delivering a strong differentiated and unified message through all media platforms.
the role of the Communications Unit is aligned with the Marketing Unit with the aim to protect and
significantly enhance the University's profile and market position whilst increasing leverage and
reach through creative, best-value, sector-leading marketing activities. It also ensures that there is a
unified message when producing and disseminating high quality, targeted and impactful information
for distribution keeping with accuracy and clarity.
Therefore the Communications Strategy is aligned to the marketing Strategy to meet the same
strategic objectives and outcomes.
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OUR MISSION

To promote and enhance The University of the South Pacific's reputation as an institution of first
choice in all markets and across all stakeholder groups.

OUR VISION

The vision is to position USP as a University of academic excellence in the Pacific and the world.

OUR RESPONSIBILITY
To develop and implement excellent communications strategies for the University which support its
vision, mission and core activities in line with the University's Strategic Plan and emerging business
strategies.

OUR VALUES
Communications supports the values of the University and adopts as guiding principles:
·
A commitment to excellence in all that we do;
·
An appreciation of the distinctiveness of our Pacific heritage;
·
A focus on regional cooperation and integration;
·
A commitment to the creation of a supportive, innovative and creative workplace with open and
transparent communications;
·
A recognition of the importance of diversity; and
·
An understanding of our role in embedding environmental sustainability across our work.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
1. Overview
Our strategic objectives are aligned with the new USP Strategic Plan;
a. To build and develop the University’s profile, both regionally and internationally;
b. To support recruitment activity;
c. To underpin research and business engagement activity;
d. To optimise the success of development (fundraising) activity; and
e. To maximise resources, integration and marketing and communications capacity within the
organisation.
Strategic Themes
Running through all of these strategic objectives are three major themes:
a. Integration
b. Alignment
c. Innovation
‘Integration’ is about maximising skills, capacity, leverage and impact through holistic planning and
best practice implementation. ‘Alignment’ is about ensuring that plans and activities clearly support
University objectives. ‘Innovation’ is about developing creative solutions which drive forward service
delivery.
2. Service Priorities
Like Marketing, the priority of Communications is to strategically build the University’s brand which
will in turn support our ability to perform and deliver across our markets. This requires the
significant re-building of core brand components including the University’s corporate identity and
messaging alongside the re-focusing and development of skills, processes and activities in key
areas.
Communications covers all areas of press, PR, media relations, stakeholder and corporate relations,
media monitoring, computer tracking, public affairs/lobbying activities essentially, externally
focused communications strands which seek to inform, persuade influence and engage major
external stakeholders. it also spans internal and student communications - internally focused
communications strands with similar drivers aimed predominantly at staff and student audiences.
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STRATEGIC GOALS
PRIORITY AREA 5 - GOVERNANCE AND INTELLIGENT USE OF RESOURCES
PA5: Objective 4 - Market the University as the premier tertiary educational institution in the region.
Initiatives:
5.4.1 Promote USP’s uniqueness and market the University as the Leader in Quality Education,
Research and Innovation; and
5.4.2 Significantly improve the quality, efficacy and aesthetic of the University website to reflect USP
brand identity and regional character.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1: TO BUILD AND DEVELOP THE UNIVERSITY’S PROFILE, BOTH REGIONALLY
AND INTERNATIONALLY
To provide a communications framework which acts as a springboard for the achievement of the
University’s vision of an institution, which is widely recognised as the first choice for tertiary
education.
a. Work with the marketing Unit to implement new or re-vamped corporate identity/branding
guidelines. Work with Regional Campuses and the International Office to roll out and implement the
new identity and to develop localised additional materials to meet specific requirements as
appropriate;
b. Deliver a carefully targeted and enhanced communications strategy that supports University
events and key stakeholder relations activity (e.g. to support fundraising or business engagement)
alongside a public lecture programme which is clearly linked to research strengths and areas of
academic expertise;
c. Develop and edit updated recruitment materials (publications etc.) to allow greater reach and
flexibility, using online metrics to track reach and uptake. Embed this alongside key documentation
(e.g. University Strategic Plan) as part of ensuring maximum impact for key corporate publications;;
and
d. Upskill staff to support this new agenda and redevelop ways of working and traditional
processes to maximise our flexibility to respond to new digital opportunities.
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STRATEGIC GOALS
PRIORITY AREA 5 - GOVERNANCE AND INTELLIGENT USE OF RESOURCES
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2: TO SUPPORT RECRUITMENT ACTIVITY
To support, through focused and targeted communications activities, the delivery of the University’s
targets in relation to student numbers, quality and composition across all modes and levels, placing
focus on teaching and learning excellence, student experience and employability as core strands.
a. Manage and develop a updated publications (Prospectus and Handbook) for USP and seek to
enhance both the Undergraduate and Postgraduate course finders to provide enhanced information
and a better experience;
b. Enhance the provision of communications in developing strategic marketing plans and campaign
support/coordination to schools (school visitations) with Student Academic Services and Campuses;
and
c. Provide communications support to Regional Campuses in the delivery and promotion of their
activities. Provide support, guidance and leadership as required including the provision of project
specific support and best practices updates whilst proactively drawing on their local insight, skills
and bespoke campaigns/events to ensure a partnership approach and the active dissemination of
ideas. Ensure the successful roll out of a social media presence across the Regional Campuses; and
d. Seek innovative and creative ways to develop the communications skills of team members across
all USP’s campuses in relation to marketing activities (including international approaches where
appropriate).
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3: TO UNDERPIN RESEARCH AND BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY
To clearly promote USP’s research, technology transfer, and commercialisation strengths to help
secure and increase research and related income and margins in a difficult environment and to
actively promote business engagement activity to help drive up our market share of industrial and
commercial income.
a. Develop communications content and PR on all major research themes and provide current
information on research strengths and opportunities, closely linked to recruitment strategies for
supporting postgraduate recruitment, generating research profile in line with the corporate identity,
paying particular attention to communicating research achievements regionally and internationally,
strengthening web presence in this area as required, and to promoting events;
b. Develop communication materials to support campaign activities to help build research profile,
including PR work to help promote scholarships and attract new ones, focussing internal
communications work with students to include positive promotion of USP postgraduate opportunities
and in relation to helping to secure additional external research income by clearly demonstrating
current successes;
c. Ensure proactive placement of USP case studies, successes, alumni and capabilities in magazines,
government reports and other publications with a similar approach to business and corporate media
in relation to business engagement and research activity.
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STRATEGIC GOALS
PRIORITY AREA 5 - GOVERNANCE AND INTELLIGENT USE OF RESOURCES
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4: TO OPTIMISE THE SUCCESS OF DEVELOPMENT (FUNDRAISING) ACTIVITY
To proactively and rigorously support the expansion of alumni engagement programmes and
fundraising success as a major contributor to sustaining excellence (in recruitment, in employability,
through networks and introductions and through direct fundraising and support).
a. Embed alumni messaging in student led communications from an early stage to support and
reinforce internal communications harness word of mouth and support the notion of “giving back”
to USP after graduation/ fundraising for specific projects; and
b. Support the creation and roll out of materials and collateral as required including (as required) an
alumni magazine, an online version of the magazine, new digital collateral and social media based
activities.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 5: TO MAXIMISE RESOURCES, INTEGRATION AND MARKETING AND
COMMUNICATIONS CAPACITY WITHIN THE ORGANISATION
To create a strong, future-proofed and integrated marketing function that disseminates best practices
across the organisation whilst ensuring best value is achieved across all activities.
a. Provide communications support toward the restructure the existing function (which may simply
involve updating and re-emphasising job descriptions) into an integrated and professionally skilled
unit with a focus on flexibility, enhanced support for Faculties and a sharper focus on objectives.
There is a need to better resource schools liaison activities, design/copywriting, web and PR which
may include harnessing student placements, one or two additional posts and a re-focusing of
existing workloads to free up time for core areas of delivery;
b. Up-skill existing team members in new areas particularly digital, social media and corporate
relations activities; and
c. Embed continuous improvement in our approach with annual auditing of activities for best value
and suitability for purpose. Seek to foster creative new approaches to marketing activities as a
preferred way of working.
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OPERATIONAL PLAN
Key elements of the operational plan include:
Prioritising Staffing within the area to free up staff time in relation to key areas of work (e.g.
increasing the level of PR coverage achieved) and in providing a focal point for core activity such as
schools liaison and recruitment;
Updating The website as far as possible in relation to currency and accuracy and indentifying
trends and patterns of use prior to any re-branding activity. It is important to ensure than any rebranding activity clearly integrates on and offline and that corporate guidelines cover these areas
thoroughly;
Up-skilling staff in the central team to better support Faculties and making more use of student
placements, student journalists and other opportunities to support the existing staff whilst the
Marketing & Communications Managers and additional support can be secured for the longer term;
Updating the content and PR on the website to provide better guidance to the University and clear
points of contact;
Improving social media channels as a short-term win and improving student/staff and
broader
alumni communications to support ongoing profiling and related activity and as a strong vehicle for
securing word of mouth endorsement; and
Producing a University wide prospectus (from 2019 onwards) with a more comprehensive
online course search and web presence to underpin a hard copy publication.
Re-branding activity is core to much of the work that needs to be undertaken and as a result,
timings are indicative rather than prescriptive in relation to activity planning. Only activities noted in
the strategy above as requiring kick-off in 2019 have been included in the interim plan.
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OPERATIONAL PLAN

